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Staying powered-up in the 
“catcher’s mitt” for storms

Considering the frequency of storms and the area 

of exposure,  the United States’ gulf coast is a virtual 

magnet for life-altering weather events and a region 

where widespread outages and disruption are 

seasonal occurrences.  As one of the first renewable 

energy companies in the region designing and 

installing battery back-up systems for residential and 

commercial users, Gulf South Solar in Baton Rouge, 

Louisiana, knows what products to depend on—and 

they use OutBack at their own headquarters as well 

as recommending the brand to their customers.  

As those customers turn to Gulf South Solar for AC-

coupled solutions, Gulf South turned to OutBack’s 

advanced Radian platform to deliver it.   Explains the 

company’s owner and president Jeff Shaw,  “OutBack 

Power’s AC coupling system allows us to increase 

storage capacity for customers and ensure that they 

don’t leave any PV power on the roof, regardless 

of the grid’s status. Our company is seeing interest 

from grid-tied system owners who are considering 

updating their systems to gain grid-hybrid 

advantages.”

      

GSLC 175-AC120/240 Specifications
 Maximum Input Voltage 600 Volts

 Maximum Input Current 500 Amps

 Operating Frequency Range 50/60 Hz to DC

 Dimensions (H x W x D) 17 x 16 x 8.5” / 43.2 x 40.6 x 21.6 cm

 Shipping Dim. ( H x W x D) 23.25 x 20.5 x 13.25” / 59.1 x 52.1 x 33.7cm

Weight 40 lbs / 18.1 kg minimum

Shipping Weight 45 lbs / 20.4 kg minimum

Enclosure Type Indoor Type 1 (IP30)

Certifications UL 1741, CSA 22.2, No. 107.1-01

Warranty Standard 5 year

OutBack AC-Coupling Center



Grid-interactive or Grid/Hybrid renewable energy systems with more sophisticated inverter chargers and battery 

storage capabilities can provide off-grid performance when grid power is unstable, expensive, or even down 

altogether due to outages or emergencies. But those benefits were out of reach to owners of more common grid-tied 

systems with simple inverters, which must disconnect when the utility grid is not present for safety reasons—until 

now. Growing interest in having the best of both worlds— combining grid-tied savings with off-grid independence 

—is behind the adoption of AC-coupling, which enables an existing grid-tied inverter system to “couple” as another 

energy source to a second grid-interactive inverter (with connected battery storage) and share their combined energy 

while providing battery back-up security and flexibility. 

Now with OutBack Power’s FLEXcoupled solution based on its acclaimed Radian inverter/charger, this “new grid” 

energy solution has a new performance standard set by the off-grid leader, leveraging technology and quality proven 

in countless installations in mission-critical applications.

The OutBack FLEXcoupled system is unique from other ACcoupling types in that its foundation is a superior split-

phase inverter/charger with dual AC inputs, transfer switching, power management flexibility and multiple operational 

modes for a wide range of energy scenarios, and greater dynamic stability.

This allows the use of a more elegant, advanced electromechanical coupling center (the GSLC 175-AC-120/240) to 

achieve AC-coupling instead of relying on extra frequency circuitry, transformers and 

diversion loads used in conventional systems which are more costly and complex. 

Since the OutBack approach is more cost-effective, users have the option of investing 

in superior, professional-grade energy storage such as OutBack’s EnergyCell GH 

batteries and IBR- 3 integrated rack—and enjoy the utility and security of a system 

that meets the UL-1741 standard from end-to-end.
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Radian Series Specifications GS4048A     GS3548E
Nominal DC Input Voltage 48 Vdc 48 Vdc

Continuous Output Power at 25°C 4000 VA 3500 VA

AC Output Voltage Range  120/240 Vac 230 Vac (210 - 250 VAC)

AC Output Frequency (default) 60 Hz 50Hz

Continuous AC Output Current at 25°C 16.6 Aac  15 Aac

Typical Efficiency 93% 92%

Maximum Output Current 1 ms peak 50 Aac at 240 Vac 50 Aac

 100 ms RMS 35.35 Aac at 240 Vac 35.35 Aac

Overload Capability 100 ms surge 8.48 kVA  8.2kVA

 5 seconds  6 kVA 5.8kVA

 30 minute  4.5 kVA 3.95kVA

AC Input Frequency Range ( default) 54 to 66 Hz  45 to 55Hz 

Continuous Battery Charge Output 57.5 Adc 50 Adc

DC Input Voltage Range  40 to 68 Vdc 40 to 68 Vdc

Temperature Range Rated -20°C to 50°C (power derated above 25°C) -20°C to 50°C (power derated above 25°C)

 Derating   Above 25 C: 40VA per 1 C Above 25 C: 35VA per 1 C

Certifications UL Listed 1741, IEC 62109-1 ETL ,  IEC 62109-1, IEC 62477-1, AS4777.2, AS4777.3,  

 CSA C22.2 No.107.1, RoHS compliant per directive  EN61000-6-1,  EN61000-6-3, EN61000-3-2,

 2011/65/eu  EN61000-3-3, AS31000, CE, RoHS compliant

   per directive 2011/65/eu

 

Warranty Standard 5 year  Standard 5 year 

Weight Unit 84 lbs (38.1 kgs) 84 lbs (38.1 kgs)

 Shipping 95 lbs (43.09 kg)  95 lbs (43.09 kg) 
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Radian GS3548E & GS4048A 
With the introduction of its acclaimed Radian series, OutBack 

made the benefits of Grid/Hybrid technology available and 

accessible in one agile powerful, platform ideal for nearly 

any system architecture: off-grid, grid-connected, microgrid, 

back-up, grid-support, and much more.  Innovative energy 

system designers can now offer Radian superiority across 

their entire project portfolio with the all-new GS3548E and 

GS4048A models, which take the performance, flexibility and 

technology of their high-powered counterparts and scale it 

for work in nearly any residential or commercial project.

The new Radians inherit the hallmark features of the 

originals, including dual AC inputs for grid/generator 

flexibility with no external switching required, unparalleled 

surge capability and operational stability, easy field 

upgradeability and stacking capability for large-system 

scaling, simplified system commissioning  through a 

powerful, easy-to-use configuration wizard, and multi-

mode operational flexibility to master nearly any energy 

production scenario. In addition, both models have new 

Advanced Battery Charge profile options to support leading-

edge battery technologies such as Lithium Ion and others, 

and enhanced diagnostics for improved performance.

 As truly global products, the new Radian series inverter/

chargers offer selectable voltage and frequency for use in 

a wide variety of locations, and innovative grid interface 

protection which allows precision programming and 

control to accommodate shifting utility requirements in 

areas with high PV penetration or specific interconnection 

requirements.  Both models also support AC-coupling 

through a compatible OutBack load center to provide an 

economical solution for upgrading existing grid-tied systems 

to battery back-up capability.  At their power and price 

points, the new Radians will make AC-coupling practical for a 

wider range of PV/solar upgrade opportunities.

 

Power stability over a barrel

Continuous operation and cost control are the 

first two ingredients in vintage commercial 

wine production—especially in regions where 

winter weather results in frequent outages , 

such as rural Oregon.  Lite Solar Corporation 

specializes in power purchase agreement 

(PPA) renewable energy systems to reduce 

utility costs for a wide variety of commercial 

customers, including the Laurel Ridge Winery 

in Oregon.  

When the winery wanted a dependable back-

up power supply to maintain uninterrupted 

operations through the worst that a Pacific 

Northwest winter can dish out, Lite Solar’s 

best option was OutBack’s Radian with its 

multiple operating modes, installation and 

design flexibility, and Grid/Hybrid agility. 

Mike Middleton, Lite Solar’s project manager, 

sums it up: “Our customers expect worry-

fee, low-expense solar energy systems that 

operate no matter 

the location or 

environmental 

conditions. 

OutBack Power 

Radian Series 

inverter/chargers 

allow us to build 

back-up power 

supplies that 

customers can tap into during emergencies 

in order to continue business operations as 

usual.”

Radian Series
Grid/Hybrid™ Inverter/Chargers
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Keeping the lights on while 
hell freezes over

On-going radio missions to detect ultra-high 
energy cosmic-ray neutrinos at the edge of space 
rely on advanced radio telescopes riding on 
research balloons, and it’s one wild ride—when 
these upper atmosphere probes reach maximum 
altitude, they’re pulled into what’s known as the 
“polar vortex” on a circular path high above the 
Antarctic plateau. The solar-powered instrumenta-
tion payload carried on these scientific missions 
presents a special challenge in power manage-
ment. Not only must it operate in extremely low 
atmospheric temperatures, but it also rotates in 
and out of direct sunlight high above the ozone 
layer as it travels. 

Coping with these variables isn’t a job for an ordi-
nary solar charge control-
ler.  Which is why NASA 
uses a specially-modified 
OutBack FLEXmax model 
to go along for the ride 
on ANITA missions and 
ensure the optimum 
on-board power manage-
ment essential to each 
mission’s success.
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The FLEXmax Extreme is engineered around the concept 

that the strongest chain is one with no weak link. In the 

case of charge controller design, the weak link is typically 

the cooling fan. Removing the fan removes the greatest 

obstacle to long service life and high reliability, as fan 

problems severely limit power output.

FLEXmax Extreme’s advanced thermal engineering pro-

vides full power output from -20 to 45°C without requir-

ing a cooling fan. And because a passively cooled unit 

can be sealed, circuit boards and other sensitive elec-

tronics are protected from dust, dirt, insects, and other 

external sources of contamination. 

Installer features of the FLEXmax Extreme include: 

“ground-agnostic” design to support negative-, positive 

and floating-ground systems, substantial wire-bending 

space, oversized terminals for easy installation with large 

gauge wire, and mechanical design that permits servic-

ing and replacing all power components while the unit is 

mounted on a wall and attached to conduit.

Because it is engineered for maximum performance in 

extreme and remote environments, the FLEXmax  

Extreme makes it easier than ever to use renewable 

energy sources to power remote installations-- espe-

cially when integrated into system solutions with sealed 

inverter/chargers and maintenance free AGM batter-

ies such as OutBack’s acclaimed FX series inverters and 

EnergyCell battery line. In any commercial or residential 

installation, the FLEXmax Extreme combines superior 

performance and efficiency with easier installation and 

greater reliability through its fanless design-- and with its 

outdoor-rated enclosure, provides much greater system 

design flexibility.
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Specifications

Nominal DC Input Voltage  12, 24, 36, 48 or 60 VDC (Automatic adjustment at start-up)

Maximum Output Current  80A @ 45°C / 113°F with adjustable current limit

PV Open Circuit Voltage (VOC)  150 VDC absolute maximum coldest conditions / 145 VDC  
    start-up and operating maximum

Standby Power Consumption  Less than 1W typical

Charging Regulation   Bulk, Absorption, Float and Equalization

Equalization Charging   Programmable voltage setpoint and duration, automatic  
    termination when complete

Remote Battery Voltage Sense  Yes

Battery Temperature Compensation  Automatic with optional RTS installed

Battery Temperature Compensation Slope  Adjustable / 2.0 to 6.0mV per °C per 2V battery cell

Voltage Step-Down Capability Down convert from any acceptable array voltage to any battery voltage.

     Examples: 72 VDC array to 24 VDC battery; 60 VDC array  to 48 VDC battery 

Programmable Auxiliary Control Output  12 VDC output signal which can be programmed for different control applications    
    (maximum of 0.25 Amps DC)

Remote Display and Controller  Optional MATE3, MATE or MATE2

Data Logging  Last 128 days of operation: amp-hours, watt-hours, time in float, peak watts, amps,
      solar array voltage, max battery, voltage, min battery voltage and absorb time, 
     accumulated amp-hours, and kWh of production
Positive Ground Application  Requires dual-pole circuit breaker for switching both positive and negative conductors on PV input

Operating Temperature Range  -40 to 60°C (Full power output -20 to 45°C with passive cooling, -20 to 55°C with Turbo Fan option)

Environmental Rating   IP54 / NEMA 3R

Conduit Knockouts   One 1” trade size (35mm) on both left and right sides; one on the back; two on the bottom

Weight   Unit  22.6 lbs (10.23 kg)

    Shipping  26.0 lbs (11.79 kg)

Dimensions (HxWxD)  Unit  18.56 x 8.8 x 6.0” (47.1 x 20.9 x 15.2 cm)

    Shipping  9.69 x 11.75 x 22.75” (24.6 x 29.8 x 57.8 cm)

Warranty   Standard 5 year / Available 10 year

Options    AXS Card Modbus/TCP Interface, External Turbo Fan, Remote Temperature Sensor (RTS)

Non-Volatile Memory   Yes

Field Upgradable Firmware  Yes

Certifications   UL1741, CSA C22.2 No. 107.1, IEC 50178, AS/NZS 3100, IEC 61000-6-1, IEC 61000-6-3, FCC Class B,  
    RoHS, CE

max Extreme
Charge Controller

OutBack created the de facto industry standard when the company introduced its 

MX60 design, the first multi-voltage Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) charge 

controller. Now OutBack follows up on its original breakthrough with another first: 

an outdoor-rated charge controller with unprecedented thermal management 

capabilities designed for the most extreme environmental conditions.
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Specifications   EnergyCell 170RE  EnergyCell 200RE

Cells Per Unit  6 6

Voltage Per Unit  12 Vdc 12 Vdc

“Operating Temperature Range  Discharge: -40°F (-40°C) to 160°F (71°C) Charge: -10°F (-23°C) to 140°F (60°C 
(with temperature compensation)”  

Optimal Operating Temperature Range  74°F to 80°F (23°C to 27°C) 

“Recommended Maximum Charging Current  25 amps DC 30 amps DC
Limit Per String” 

Float Charging Voltage 13.62 to 13.8 Vdc / unit average at 77°F (25°C) 

“Equalization and Cycle Service Charging Limits “ 14.4 to 14.8 Vdc / unit average at 77°F (25°C) 

Self Discharge Batteries can be stored up to 6 months at 77°F (25°C) before charging is required.  
 Batteries stored at temperatures greater than 77°F (25°C) will require recharge    
 sooner than batteries stored at lower temperatures. 

Temperature Compensation Factor (Charging)  5mV per degree C per cell (2V) 

Terminal Threaded copper alloy insert terminal to accept ¼”-20 UNC bolt (provided) 

Terminal Hardware Initial Torque 110 in-lbs (12.4 Nm) 

Weight 115 lbs (52 kg) 131 lbs ( 60 kg)

Dimensions* H x D x W 11.14 x 22.01 x 4.95” (28.3 x 55.9 x 12.6 cm) 12.60 x 22.01 x 4.95” (32.0 x 55.09 x 12.6 cm)

 *Batteries to be installed with 0.5 in (12.7 mm) spacing minimum and free air ventilation

      

Specifications  EnergyCell 200GH  EnergyCell 220GH

Cells Per Unit  6   6

Voltage Per Unit  12 Vdc  12 Vdc

“Operating Temperature Range 
(with temperature compensation)” 40°F to 122°F (-40°C to 50°C) 40°F to 122°F (-40°C to 50°C)

Optimal Operating Temperature Range   68°F (20°C) 

“Recommended Maximum Charging Current
  Limit  Per String”  100 amps DC  100 amps DC

Float Charging Voltage   13.62 to 13.8 Vdc / unit average at 77°F (25°C) 

“Equalization and Cycle Service Charging Limits “   14.4 Vdc / unit average at 77°F (25°C)

Self Discharge Battery can be stored up to 18 months at 77° (25°C) before charging is required.   

 Batteries stored at temperatures greater than 77°F (25°C) will require recharge     
 sooner than batteries stored at lower temperatures. 

Temperature Compensation Factor (Charging)   4mV per degree C per cell (2V) 

Terminal Threaded copper alloy insert terminal to accept ¼”-20 UNC bolt (provided)

Terminal Hardware Initial Torque   M6 = 80 ub-lbs (9.0 Nm) 

Weight  116 lbs (53 kg)  132 lbs (60 kg)

Dimensions* H x D x W 11.1 x 22.1 x 4.9” (28.2 x 56.1 x 12.4 cm) 12.4 x 22.1 x 4.9” (31.5 x 56.1 x 12.4 cm) 

  *Batteries to be installed with 0.5 in (12.7 mm) spacing minimum and free air ventilation   
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EnergyCell batteries are designed and built to exceed the requirements of nearly any power storage need.  The RE 

models are engineered for demanding off-grid, microgrid and offset/support environments with weak or no grid 

present, where frequent cycling would quickly take its toll on lesser batteries.  They incorporate high-density pasted 

lead/calcium/tin alloy plates to ensure very high cycling ability for extended 

operational life.  

GH models are the optimal choice for back-up in applications such as Grid/

Hybrid and AC-coupling systems where renewable or other sources normally 

augment grid power and the energy conversion system switches into off-

grid mode during an outage or emergency.  They achieve very high shelf  

and float-service life with EON technology’s* thin-plate pure lead (TPPL) 

design which achieves very high energy density in a compact footprint, 

requiring fewer batteries for comparable performance and further improving 

system economics and payback in typical 

residential and commercial back-up power 

applications.  Moreover, the  GH model’s high maximum charging current capability 

makes it ideal for PV system upgrading with AC-coupling where charge control is 

limited.

Both models are built around Absorptive Glass Mat (AGM) and Valve-Release Lead/

Acid (VRLA) design chemistry for exceptionaly safe, stable, and maintenance-free 

operation, and both have front terminal design for faster, easier installation and 

access.  To complete a backed-up energy system, OutBack’s two Integrated Battery 

Racks (IBRs) are prewired and assembled, and crafted from aluminum for a fast, easy 

installation that’s UL-1741 from end-to-end.
RE Batteries

Energy Storage
EnergyCell GH and RE Batteries

GH Batteries

Integrated Battery Racks
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Certificate Training Program

As de facto leader in the off-grid world and emerging leader for the next grid, OutBack Power recognizes that even the 
best products are only as good as the systems in which they are installed—and that the best systems are built by the 
best installation talent. Toward that end, OutBack is launching its Certificate Training Program, a multi-day accelerated 
solar/PV training course which includes class modules, learning labs, hands-on configuration and installation training, 
and much more.  

The program is registered with NABCEP, the North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners. NABCEP 
certification is considered the industry’s highest standard for solar/PV installers. The OutBack Training Program is 
registered for NABCEP Continuing Education Contact Hours (credits) at two levels:

• 18 contact hours toward PV Installation Professional Certification (requires 58 hours total plus 3 qualifying PV 
systems installed)

• 12 hours Continuing Education Credits toward Solar PV Recertification 3-year requirement (requires 18 hours 
total (6 in NEC) plus 3 qualifying PV systems installed)

OutBack Power Technologies is offering this unique program at company headquarters in Arlington,

Washington (north of Seattle); a second location in Phoenix, Arizona will be opening soon.

For more information contact training@outbackpower.com
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First Choice for the New Grid
Identified by Pike Research as “far and away the leading 
brand in the remote microgrid market,” OutBack’s 
leadership across all segments is rooted in the brand’s 
reputation for extreme reliability and dedication 
to technical innovation. The new and noteworthy 
products here continue that tradition of excellence 
while bringing OutBack’s legendary off-grid technology 
and performance to a much wider range of energy 
production and power management applications.      

Masters of the Off-Grid ™…
OutBack Power Technologies is the leading designer 
and manufacturer of advanced power conversion 
components and systems for renewable energy, back-
up, and mobile applications. From Baja to Bangladesh, 
from the Equator to the poles, OutBack components 
transform energy from renewable and conventional 
sources into the clean, reliable power people need to 
transform the quality of their lives. 
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This brochure contains current, new and forthcoming products from OutBack and may include preliminary 

features, specifications and images.  Due to OutBack’s policy of continuous improvement product availability, 

features, specifications and appearance are subject to change.  
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